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Anti-evolution and the Long History of Conservative Educational Activism
In 1994, Alan Brinkley bemoaned the fact that
“twentieth-century American conservatism has been
something of an orphan in historical scholarship.”[1] Leo
Ribuﬀo protested, at the same time, that historians had,
in fact, given a great deal of aention to the U.S. conservative tradition.[2] More importantly, since the time of
Brinkley’s article, U.S. historians have published a ﬂood
of monographic studies of that tradition.[3] Yet in spite
of such energetic interest in the history of conservatism
among U.S. historians, there has been a curious lack of
such aention by educational historians. To be sure,
there have been notable exceptions, including Charles
Israel’s Before Scopes (2004) and Milton Gaither’s Homeschool: An American History (2008), to name just two.

that we must, as historians, “think historically” about the
rise of conservative strength in education, he does not
examine that history beyond the 1960s.[7] When educational historians fail to make a cogent case for the importance of understanding the longer history of conservative
educational activism, it hardly seems fair to blame fellow
scholars for ignoring that history.
Michael Lienesch’s book, In the Beginning, helps education scholars of all specializations understand the importance of looking at the longer history of conservatism
in education policy. Lienesch examines the reasons for
the strength and durability of the anti-evolution movement in U.S. schools. Instead of dismissing anti-evolution
activism as merely a vague and generic product of what
Zilversmit calls “emotional aachment,” or Tyack and
Cuban label “habits … and beliefs,” Lienesch uses social movement theory to analyze the ways energetic, selfconscious, and inﬂuential anti-evolution educational activism has endured across generations.[8] is analysis
is likely to be essential for all educational historians with
interest in the ways reform movements succeed and fail.
Even beer, Lienesch writes in a consistently readable
and engaging style peppered with illuminating anecdotes
and fascinating asides. ough he incorporates a great
deal of social science jargon, he still manages to tell a
page-turning story of mobilization and eventual disintegration.

ere is no doubt that educational historians have
created a vast historiography on the history of “progressive” and “reform” movements in education. In these histories, however, even the most sophisticated educational
historians have allowed conservatism in educational history to remain a largely unmapped territory, a mysterious block on the forward momentum of progressive reform. In his inﬂuential study of the successes and failures
of progressive education, for instance, Arthur Zilversmit
concludes that most Americans held a “strange, emotional aachment to traditional schooling paerns.”[4]
Similarly, David Tyack and Larry Cuban argue that the
traditional “grammar of schooling” has remained fundamentally constant not due to “conscious conservatism”
but rather as a result of “unexamined institutional habits
and widespread cultural beliefs about what constitutes
a ’real school.”’[5] Perhaps, as a result, those education
scholars interested in the nature of educational conservatism have not felt much need to explore the historical
roots of that conservatism. For instance, Ira Shor feels
no need to reach back beyond 1969 in his analysis of the
“conservative restoration” in education, politics, and culture.[6] In the same vein, although Michael Apple insists

Lienesch plumbs the literature on identity construction, for instance, to help explain the way the new cultural identity of fundamentalism managed to establish itself in the 1920s. As did other social movements, fundamentalists struggled to establish boundaries around the
meanings of their movement. Lienesch notes that such
boundary construction establishes deﬁnitions that tend
to be “pliable and porous.” Even for groups whose members insist on their own rigid self-deﬁnition, like early
fundamentalists, boundaries “must be consciously con1
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structed, and they can change” (p. 17).

fundamentalism merely retreated to build institutional
Lienesch applies the work of social scientists such infrastructure during the 1930s and 1940s, to emerge once
as Erving Goﬀman, William Gamson, Robert Benford, again on the main stage of American cultural life in the
and David Snow to delineate the ways fundamentalists 1940s, 1950s, and 1960s.[9]
in the 1920s sought to “frame” the issue of evolution as
Lienesch’s use of social science literature helps put
the central concern of their movement. ese frames, in this experience into context. It demonstrates that the
Lienesch’s interpretation, serve as “interpretive schemes experience of the anti-evolution movement and Protesthat simplify and make sense of the world by locating tant fundamentalism was not unique. As did other social
and labeling events or experiences” (p. 60). For social movements, both anti-evolutionists and fundamentalists
movements, frames serve three purposes: they diagnose survived in cultural hard times by building separate instia social problem, propose solutions, and provide reasons tutions, by developing issues of concern to large numbers
and motivation for reform.
of Americans, by establishing connections between varFor fundamentalists in the 1920s, according to ious activists, and by ﬁnding “new strategies and goals
Lienesch, evolution provided a frame for fundamental- that allow them to respond to changes in the political and
ist social and political mobilization. Among his many in- social climate” (p. 199).
sightful applications of social science theory to the fundaerefore, In the Beginning makes an enormous conmentalist and anti-evolution movements, Lienesch uses tribution to historians’ understanding of the above movethe work of political scientist Sidney Tarrow to help an- ments by puing them in a helpful context, as social
alyze the reasons why anti-evolution movements failed movements. In doing so, however, Lienesch is forced at
in some states and succeeded in others. Tarrow suggests times to shoehorn fundamentalism into a constricted unfour dimensions to such success. Activists need access derstanding of the nature of social movements. For into power; they require helpful alignments among elites; stance, in his eﬀort to locate the source of identity forthey must ﬁnd allies among the elites; and they require mation among early fundamentalists, Lienesch puts too
splits among those elites. When these conditions are in much emphasis on the inﬂuence of e Fundamentals
place, movements such as anti-evolution can score big (1910-15). To be sure, this twelve-volume collection of
successes. In the case of the anti-evolution movement essays had an enormous eﬀect on the start of the fundain the 1920s, this scheme helps explain why fundamen- mentalist movement. But fundamentalists in the 1920s
talists and their allies scored success with anti-evolution and beyond rarely referred to those essays. Early fundastate laws in states such as Mississippi, Florida, Okla- mentalists did not use the volumes as their source of a
homa, Arkansas, and Tennessee and why they failed in new fundamentalist identity. Even the writers and edseemingly likely states such as Minnesota and North Car- itors of e Fundamentals usually represented an earlier
olina.
generation of scholars, pastors, and theologians, diﬀerent
Tarrow’s contribution, in Lienesch’s interpretation, from those who became the leaders of the fundamentalist
also sheds light on the later career of the anti-evolution movement in the 1920s. In this case, it seems Lienesch
movement in the 1920s. As did other social movements, looks too hard for an example from the fundamentalist
the anti-evolution movement experienced four stages in movement to ﬁt the theory of all social movements.
a “cycle of contention,” from mobilization to demobilizaSimilarly, with his social science perspective,
tion (p. 172). As Lienesch describes, the anti-evolution Lienesch cannot help but impose some deﬁnitions on the
movement experienced the acceleration and diﬀusion of movement that are too neat. For instance, he concludes
conﬂict across the social system; the creation of new that William Jennings Bryan was not a fundamentalist.
frames and repertoires of protest; the development of Indeed, the relationship of Bryan and fundamentalism
new organizations, leading to competition with old ones; was a complicated one. Bryan oen insisted he was not
and the intensiﬁcation of interaction between activists in a fundamentalist, but other fundamentalists and their enthe movement and authorities of the state.
emies all insisted he was. In at least one public statement,
Historians have argued for decades about the fate of
the fundamentalist and anti-evolution movements aer
the Scopes trial of 1925. Early historians such as Stewart
Cole believed that the fundamentalist movement quickly
disintegrated aer the trial. More recently, George Marsden, Ronald Numbers, and Joel Carpenter have noted that

however, Bryan implied that he was, indeed, a fundamentalist.[10] To make the situation even more complicated,
Bryan happily assumed leadership of the fundamentalist
movement. Was he or wasn’t he? It is too simple to assert his identity one way or the other. Similarly, Lienesch
asserts that fundamentalists considered Catholics “be2
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yond the pale and not even … potential collaborators”
(p. 52). is ﬂies in the face of Bryan’s earnest outreach
to prominent Catholic anti-evolutionists such as Alfred
McCann. Beyond Bryan, many 1920s fundamentalists
eagerly read the work of Catholic writers such as McCann and Barry O’Toole. Many of those same 1920s fundamentalists, however, still condemned Catholicism as
the church of the Antichrist, even as they recommended
O’Toole’s books.
ese are the kinds of muddled meanings that historians relish. Social scientists, on the other hand, even the
most historically sensitive ones, look for wider paerns.
In doing so, they sometimes deemphasize the inherent
contradictions in every historical actor and in every social movement. In spite of these minor quibbles, Lienesch
manages to use social movement theory to cra an insightful study of the anti-evolution movement and the
career of fundamentalism in the 1920s and since. Especially for educational historians, this thoughtful analysis
of the durable success of the anti-evolution movement
serves as a powerful corrective to the ﬁeld’s deafening silence on the subject of conservative educational activism
in the twentieth century.
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